Terms of subscription and Terms of Use for access to „F-Register.com“

1. Definition

„F-Register.com“ is a website for Ferrari-enthusiasts and is divided into a section with free
access and a section to subscribe to. F-Register.com is an même si-GmbH enterprise. même
si-GmbH is based and registered in Dammstrasse 3, CH-8953 Dietikon.

2. Section to subscribe to

The section to subscribe to is sequel to the „Ferrari Serial Number Manual 1947 -2007“
(published originally by Heel Verlag in 2008, (ISBN 978-3-89880-711-1)). The subscription
offers a read only-access to the database of the Ferrari Serial Number with additional searchand sort-options as well as a rundown of changes within defined update-periods.
Furthermore the subscriber does have exclusive access to event reports and the virtual book
shelf. The option to receive updates, called Supplements, of the „Ferrari Serial Number
Manual 1947 -2007“printed as a book is limited to the subscribers only. Preparation of the
Supplement-books is not included with the subscription and can be used by the subscribers
on separate account.

3. Update-Periods

The database of „F-Register.com“ is updated frequently and regularly at least once a month.
The number of updated files is related to the findings that the research of the editors of „FRegister.com“ will provide. It is on the behalf of the editors of „F-Register.com“ to provide a
high and sustainable number of new entries or updates of the existing files.

4. Use of displayed online-data
Data received from „F-Register.com“ by the subscriber is to be treated with confidentiality,
subscribers are not permitted to relay this information to any third party. The subscriber
does accept the exclusive copyright of the data published by „F-Register.com“. The
subscriber is not permitted to use the “virtual book”-option to distribute any data he has
received by accessing „F-Register.com“. Subscribers are not permitted to relay log-in
information to any third party.

5. Charges and period of validity of the subscription

Annual subscription for a 12 month period
A subscription for a 12 month period is currently 25 CHF incl. VAT and will be activated after
the user’s registration and receipt of payment. The subscription is valid for a 12 month period
starting with the day of activation. Payment is accepted by paypal only. The subscription will
be activated after receipt of payment immediately and will be, related to technical reason,
within a short time after receipt of payment. This does not exclude „F-Register.com“s general
right to reject an application for a subscription by payback of the subscription fee if this has
already been paid by the User. Rejecting an application will only happen within the first five
days of the user’s subscription.
The renewal of subscription will be possible within the last three month of the current
subscription period. Payment again is accepted by paypal only. The subscriber will be notified
by the editors of „F-Register.com“ by email about his expiring subscription.
If the subscriber does not enter the renewal of subscription the subscription will be
terminated on the last day of the subscribed 12 month period. The subscriber will respect
permanently the terms for the use of information as described under 4., he has received
during his subscription, even if the subscription has expired.
The subscriber has the option to order F-Register’s database updates in printed form, called
supplements. The supplements are not included in the subscription fee and will be charged
separately.
F-Register is taking care to run the database properly. If F-Register decides to finish the
website services, this will happen by notice in advance to the subscribers. If possible, FRegister will take care to provide the services until the end of the year in which the
termination has been announced.
Special B2B-rates are available on request for Clubs, Dealers and companies. Please request
your offer by contacting F-Register.

